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BIG IDEA OF THE SERMON

Christians have a CIVIL responsibility to live under the authority of our government, and Christians
have a SOCIAL responsibility to love in an unlimited way.

GETTING STARTED

As your group time begins, use this section to introduce the topic of discussion.

What is the single greatest expression of love you have ever been shown? What is the greatest expression of
love you have ever shown someone else?

Which person in your life loves you the most? How do you know?

Which person in your life do you love the most? How do you show it?

BUILDING COMMUNITY

Unpack the biblical text to discover what the Scripture says or means about a particular topic.

HAVE A VOLUNTEER READ ROMANS 13:8-10.

Paul quoted Jesus when he challenged the Christians in Rome to love one another well.

What commandments did Paul place in the category of loving one’s neighbor?

How does Paul’s concept of love differ from today’s popular notions?

How would you sum up what it means to love your neighbor? How are your relationships impacted when you
follow this command?

What does love for others motivate you to do on their behalf? Is there a difference in the way you love people
in the church compared to those outside the church? Why or why not?
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Paul put several of the Ten Commandments under neighborly love: do not commit adultery, murder, steal, or covet. Paul
saw the Law as actually fulfilled in love. While many understood the Law as restrictive, Paul understood that the Law
boiled down to loving God and loving others. In the same way, relationships must flow from love and not obligation. Only
through loving God and loving one another can we have healthy relationships.

HAVE A VOLUNTEER READ ROMANS 14:13-17.

Do you have any behaviors that your coworkers, friends, or family members often have questions or hesitations
about? How might these behaviors compromise your witness to a non-Christian? How might they compromise
the health or unity of the body of Christ?

According to Romans 14:15, what did Paul point out as the main problem with being a stumbling block to
others?

How might we tear down other believers when we do what we want without love’s limitation? How would your
decision-making be impacted if you let love rule?

What qualities should characterize God’s people, according to this passage? Read Romans 15:13 for additional
insight.

How do we demonstrate with our actions that we consider the spiritual health of the body of Christ more
important than exercising our rights?

Paul was calling the Christians in Rome to look at relationships, not just rules, and make the personal sacrifices necessary
to best love others. When we operate in love, we’re willing to do what it takes to look out for our brothers and sisters. This
is why community is so important. Know your friends well enough to know what causes them to sin and stay away from
that stuff. When we put our rights first, we not only hurt our brothers and sisters, but we also hurt our personal spiritual
growth and the ministry of the body as a whole. When we truly love others, their relationship with God matters more to us
than our personal interests.

HAVE A VOLUNTEER READ ROMANS 15:1-7.

In a continuation of the theme he began in 14:1, Paul exhorted mature Christians to consider others’ needs above their
own concerns. He pointed to Jesus as the supreme example of sacrificial living for the purpose of helping others. Jesus’
example should motivate His people to accept one another and to live in unity.

What examples do you recall of Jesus serving others? How does Jesus’ example help you show genuine concern
for others?

Why do we need endurance and encouragement to live in harmony with other Christians? Where do we get that
endurance and encouragement?

Why should the focus of the church be to glorify God? What are some guidelines that can enhance believers’
ability to get along?

LIFE APPLICATION

Help your group identify how the truths from the Scripture passage apply directly to their lives.
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What most frequently stands in the way of you loving others well?

What opportunities to show love do you anticipate having this week? How will you take advantage of them?

Read John 13:34-35. How might thinking deeply on what Christ has done for us cause us to truly love others?

PRAY

Close in prayer, asking God to help you and your group members live a life characterized by love for
God and love for neighbors. Pray that God would show you how everyone is your neighbor, and ask
God to give you opportunities to demonstrate love to them. Thank God for His love that gives you the
opportunity to love Him and love others. Ask God to make your relationships defined by love.

DEEPER DISCOVERY

ROMANS 13:8-10

13:8. We do not need to interpret the command in the first half of 13:8 (“Owe nothing to anyone”) as a ban on borrowing
of any kind. Paul essentially repeated the directive he stated in 13:7 that Christians must pay their debts, but he did so in
this case for the purpose of highlighting the one debt we can never fully repay. We aren’t to neglect paying this debt;
rather, we pay its interest daily while the principal remains due and payable. The ongoing debt that we as Christians owe
is to love one another. Jesus gave His followers this command and taught that their fulfilling the command would show
the world they belonged to Him (see John 13:34- 35). Paul, on the other hand, emphasized Jesus’ teaching that showing
love to one another fulfilled the law.

13:9. Paul clearly had the law of Moses in mind, as indicated by his listing of four Commandments that governed social
relationships. This listing doesn’t mean that Paul excluded the Christian’s obligation to love God or to keep the other
Commandments. The phrase and whatever other commandment indicates that Paul wasn’t excluding any of God’s revealed
Scripture but rather was emphasizing the foundational principle that Christians were to follow in relating to others in their
communities. By treating their neighbors with Christlike love, Christians also show their love for God (see 1 John 4:21).
Sometimes actions speak louder than words. Yet how can we quantify love of one’s neighbor? What does love one another
look like in concrete, flesh-and-blood actions? In one sense, we find an answer to this question in the principle “Love your
neighbor as yourself.” In any situation where interaction with others occurs, Christians do well to frame their words and
actions with this question: How do I want to be treated? Our God-given nature is to want to be treated with kindness,
fairness, and encouragement—in other words, with love. Thus we are to treat others in that way.

13:10. As Paul pointed out in this verse, treating others with love includes refraining from certain actions. Love does no
wrong to a neighbor. Thus we are to refrain from committing adultery, murdering, stealing or doing any of a host of other
vengeful, sinful activities to a neighbor (see Rom. 13:9). When we treat our neighbors with love by the power of the Holy
Spirit (see 5:5), we truly fulfill God’s law.

ROMANS 14:13-17

14:13. Paul called on mature Christians to lead the way in building unity in the church by refraining from petty criticism of
weaker church members. Paul challenged the mature to decide never to put a stumbling block or pitfall in the way of
weaker Christians. The apostle had in mind avoiding any actions that might lead other Christians into sin. Paul urged his
readers to always take the path of Christian love over the way of self-interest.

14:14. Paul felt at this point that he needed to let his readers know his personal view about clean and unclean foods. He
wanted them to know that he wasn’t urging mature Christians in Rome to follow a principle that he himself didn’t follow.
He had been persuaded by the Lord Jesus that nothing is unclean in itself. Paul wanted his readers to know where he
stood on the question. Yet for Paul, the greater issue was helping those Christians who sincerely believed the clean and
unclean regulations were still valid for believers. In other words, the greater issue for the mature believer was caring as
much for another believer’s conscience to be clear as for one’s own.

14:15. Paul clearly emphasized the importance of striving for peaceful relationships among believers. Mature Christians
put the law of love above the law of liberty in situations where their exercise of freedom might hurt or destroy a weaker
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Christian. Paul reminded his readers that Christ died for weaker Christians too. In light of Christ’s redeeming sacrifice, how
could mature Christians risk destroying the spiritual growth of another believer over something as inconsequential as
what you eat. The apostle emphatically urged his readers not to do that. Paul hoped that all believers would be active
peacemakers. When we refrain from criticizing other Christians, we are striving for peace with them.

14:16. Paul taught that church members needed to take seriously the impact their conduct could have on their reputations
as well as on the church’s reputation in the community (see 1 Cor. 5:1-3). Paul urged mature Christians to guard their
reputations by giving due consideration to how others were impacted by their conduct. Enjoying some good aspect of
Christian freedom in a public setting might be desirable, but if our actions cause weaker Christians (or perhaps unbelievers
as well) to criticize our lifestyle, we need to be concerned.

14:17. Thus Paul went on to challenge mature believers to transcend their legitimate Christian privileges, such as the
freedom of eating certain foods, in favor of pursuing eternal values. Eating and drinking are necessary human activities,
but what we eat and drink should never take priority over the pursuit of the Christian qualities of righteousness, peace,
and joy in the Spirit.

ROMANS 15:1-7

Although Paul had talked about promoting those things that build up church members in general (see 14:19), he needed
to be more specific with respect to the obligations of stronger believers, among whom he counted himself. Thus in giving
the admonition in these verses, Paul was recognizing his own responsibilities.

15:1-2. The strong needed to bear the weaknesses of those without strength. Paul realized that the church would always
have weak members. Spiritual growth does not happen at the same rate with all believers. This being the case, it was the
responsibility of mature believers to bear the weaknesses of others. The literal meaning of verb rendered bear is “take up.”
It can also mean “to put up with.” Here, the apostle called on mature believers to go beyond toleration of weak member’s
attitudes and beliefs to a self-sacrificing commitment to take up their burdens. To bear their burdens likely meant to find
ways to patiently help them with their more legalistic attitudes and practices even at the cost of personal sacrifice. Paul
was urging the mature to be proactive in responding with patience, love, and sacrifice in ways that would help other
Christians move beyond their weaknesses to a mature faith (see Gal. 6:1-2).

15:3. Paul pointed to Christ as the ultimate example of One who did not set out to please Himself, but was willing to put
up with biting insults and criticisms. Paul drew from Psalm 69:9 to demonstrate that Jesus had borne insults that
ultimately were aimed at God the Father. Similarly, the apostle made it clear that the ministry of stronger believers on
behalf of weaker Christians would often go unappreciated by those being helped. Nevertheless, the ministry of bearing
one another’s weaknesses needed to be done anyway.

15:4. In referring to Psalm 69:9, Paul reminded believers with robust faith that the Scriptures were written for their
instruction, their hope, their endurance, and their encouragement. These four ministries of the Scriptures provided help for
weaker Christians as well as stronger believers. By studying the examples of past people of God—some who showed
strong faith; others who displayed weak faith—all Christians can gain practical instruction, encouragement, and
endurance. Stronger Christians also could find hope that their work of helping others would not be in vain. Paul knew from
personal experience that helping weaker Christians grow toward maturity was a slow and sometimes painful process. The
Scriptures gave him strength to continue faithfully in this vital ministry to the churches.

15:5-6. Paul had exhorted stronger Christians to turn to the Scriptures for instruction, hope, endurance, and
encouragement. He then commended them to God, who gives them endurance and encouragement. Paul knew that it was
the God of the Scriptures who sustains the believer. The Scriptures are powerful because they are the words of the living
God. Paul longed for Christians everywhere to live in harmony with one another. All Christians could live in harmony if
they kept before them life’s ultimate purpose: to glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Paul urged his readers
never to forget that they were one body in Christ, designed individually and collectively to be a tribute to God.

15:7. Even though Jews and Gentiles had significantly different cultural backgrounds, as fellow Christians they needed to
accept one another, just as the Messiah also accepted them. The word rendered accept is the same Greek word as is used
in Romans 14:1. It means “to receive, to welcome.” The apostle encouraged church members to receive one another
warmly and sincerely.
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